Job Opportunity in Nepal: College Principal
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January 10, 2014
Application for College Principal.
The FFWPU (Nepal) has the possibility to open one of the leading school/colleges in Nepal. The funding
can be easily arranged. There is an experienced Ambassador for Peace at the helm — who has
successfully launched six colleges in Kathmandu, and the FFWPU has the political position to quickly get
through the legal hurdles.
There is an eager audience of students and parents who will pay for quality education. The college will be
set up in Chitwan, Nepal. Chitwan is nicknamed the ‘medical capital of Nepal’. This is because so many
medical institutions and hospitals are located in this city. At present, the doctors send their children to
India for studies. But if quality education were available locally, they would much prefer to keep their
families together. This is an opportunity to set up a first-class educational institution.
Chitwan is geographically the center of this beautiful Himalayan nation. It is located at the cross-roads
between Kathmandu (Nepal’s capital) and India to the south. Chitwan is also a major tourist attraction
having elephant safaris and breeding farms, canoeing through alligator habitats, and cultural
entertainment.
Chitwan has one of the most stable and successful FFWPU centers. The FFWPU city leaders are a
Nepalese-Japanese couple who built their own home which they use as the center. Currently, six young
female members from Japan are living and working there.
To make this college initiative work, an experienced English-speaking principal is needed. Ideally this
person should be from the US, England or the Philippines. Others will be considered.
Pay will be nearly double the salary of a member of parliament. And all housing and accommodations
will be covered too.
Those interested please submit your resume/CV to Dr. Robert S. Kittel.

